Participate in the zodiac hunt to
find all 12 animals

Learn about how they became
one of the 12 chosen zodiacs

Introduction to
the Chinese Zodiac
The Chinese zodiac are a set of 12
animals, each attributed to one year in a
repeating cycle of 12 years. This year,
2022, is the year of the “Yang Water
Tiger”. We know this, through the
calendar system called the Heavenly
Stems and Earthly Branches
Their stories are passed through oral
tradition and there are many variations
to the origin story of the zodiac and
their order. From the stories, there are
two main individuals who will call for an
event, namely the Heavenly Jade
Emperor and the Buddha.
Some ask the animals to cross a river,
others a competition of their usefulness
to the humans. But regardless of which,
the animals were chosen in the order
they arrived.

up ne

xt
Guardians of the grounds you're on;
Score some drinks and food and fun

虎
TRAITS

TIGER
brave,
competitive,
confident

irritable,
stubborn

In the story where the animals had to cross a
river, despite its speed and strength the Tiger
was hindered by the strong currents, and fell in
3rd place.

步步为寅、一帆风顺

虎虎生威、

(hǔ hǔ shēng wēi, bù bù wéi yín, yī fān fēng shùn)
Wishing you vigour and vitality as you forge ahead during the year
of the Tiger and wishing you smooth passage every step of the
way.

up ne

xt
Mischievous, brown and free;
4 friends traveling to seek Buddhist
scipts.

猴
TRAITS

monkey
imaginative,
inquisitive,
intelligent

inconsistent,
independent

The river proved to be a challenge for most animals.
However, the Goat, Monkey and Rooster built a raﬅ to
cross the river safely, and they each had a role to play The Monkey built the raft and pushed them across. Once
on the other side, the three animals made a dash towards
the finishing line, and the Monkey came in 9th place.

灵猴献寿，封侯挂印

(líng hóu xiàn shòu, fēng hóu guà yìn)
May the spirituous Monkey offer you longevity and be conferred
within the ranks of nobility.

up ne

xt
Round, chubby, and known for
fertility; just below you feeding her
children quietly.

TRAITS

猪
pig
diligent,
sincere,
compassionate,
generous

eaily
influenced,
realistic, selfindulgent

Legend says that the Pig was last, 12th
place, because it got hungry during the race
and napped aﬅer its feast. It took so long
that the Jade Emperor almost gave up on it!

福猪吉祥，祝福平安
(fú zhū jí xiáng, zhù fú píng ān)
May the fortune Pig smile upon you and wish you peace this Lunar
New Year.

up ne

xt
The power in automobiles these days;
Find the stead amongst these
different plays.

马
TRAITS

horse
power,
love of freedom,
loyalty

impatient,
hypocritical,
inconsistent

When the Snake sneaked out of the Horse’s
hooves, the Horse was so surprised that he
jumped backwards, giving the Snake a
chance to take the lead. So the Horse took
7th place.

临门

馬到功成、五福

(mǎ dào gōng chéng, wǔ fú línmén)
Wish you success and the five blessings, "longevity, wealth,
health, virtue and peaceful death", descends upon you.

up ne

xt
Loyal best friends of men; At the
yellow river we see, fighting with the
righteous above the trees.

狗
TRAITS

dog
brave, loyal,
responsible,
clever,
lively

sensitive,
conservative,
emotional

Despite being a great swimmer, the Dog
was distracted due to its playful nature. This
enabled the first 10 animals to overtake it,
and the Dog came in 11th place in the Great
Race.

财

狗年大吉， 旺旺招

(gǒ u nián dà jí, wàng wàng zhāo cái)
Wishing you a prosperous year of the Dog Year and may you
welcome great fortune this year.

up ne

xt
Ancient men declare descendants of
them; 9 of them with pearls on airs.

龙

TRAITS

dragon
intelligent,
prideful,
ambitious

prideful,
impulsive

Even though the Dragon could fly and swim,
it came in 5th place because it helped
extinguish a fire in a farmer’s field.

龙腾云天，大展鴻圖

(lóng téng yún tiān, dà zhǎn hóng tú)
Wishing that your year of the Dragon will soar into the skies and
achieve great things.

up ne

xt
Soft and white and cute;
The perfect bride for the shrewd.

兔
TRAITS

rabbit
alert, skillful,
kind,
patient,
responsible

superficial,
stubborn,
overly-discreet

The Rabbit was proud of its ability to hop across the river,
given its strong hind legs. But the rabbit slipped and fell
into the water midway through!
The kindhearted Dragon saw the Rabbit struggling and
blew it to shore. That's why the Rabbit came in 4th place
before the Dragon.

图

图 风

兔逢新春，春展宏兔( )，突突（兔 ）来 ，
生水起

风

(tù féng xīn chūn, chūn zhǎn hóng tù (tú), tú tú (tù tú) lái fēng, fēng shēng shuǐ qǐ)

As the Rabbit receives the new year, grand plans are in your midst.
Wishing you good streaks as you start afresh and thrive this Year
of the Rabbit.

up ne

xt
Walk down and you will see;
A little fellow tumbling.

鼠
TRAITS

rat
insightful, quick,
curious, neat,
versatile

timid,
indecisive, lack
courage,
blinded by gain

The Rat knew it was not a good swimmer and convinced
the Ox to ferry it across the river. The Rat used its powerful
sight to steer them in the right direction, however, once on
the shore, the Rat quickly jumped down and snuck ahead to
win the 1st place in the race.

丰

人喜盛世 鼠兆 年
(rén xǐ shèng shì shǔ zhào fēng nián)
Wishing you a peaceful year and a sign from the heavens that this
year of the Rat is a year of abundance for you.

up ne

xt
An early riser to announce;
What better way to start the day, than
to resist, fend off those who’ll lead
you astray

鸡

TRAITS

rooster
independent,
punctual,
honest

impatient,
boastful,
egoistic

The river proved to be a challenge for most animals trying
to reach the finishing line. However, the Goat, Monkey and
Rooster built a raﬅ to cross the river safely, and they each
had a role to play - The Rooster ate any insects that
infested the wood. Once on the other side, the three
animals made a dash towards the finishing line, and the
Rooster came in 10th place.

雞

金 報曉, 紫燕銜春
(jīn jī bào xiǎo, zǐ yàn xián chūn)
Wish that the golden Rooster brings good news to you this new
year, and auspicious swallows return to you this spring.

up ne

xt
Strong and steady in the fields;
Right of Boon Haw's Memorial.

牛
TRAITS

ox

loyal, honest,
responsible,
hardworking

conservative,
stubborn, overcautious

When it was time to cross the river, the ox’s great strength
enabled it to traverse the river currents with less difficulty
than the others.
However, the cunning rat took advantage of the Ox’s
naivete by riding on its back throughout the rest of the
journey. Just as the ox was about to come in 1st, the rat
leapt off the ox’s back and ran ahead, leaving the ox in 2nd
place.

扭(牛)转乾坤、牛气腾腾

(niǔ (niú) zhuǎn qián kūn, niú qi téng téng)
Wishing that things will turn in your favour and be courageous in
the year ahead.

up ne

xt
White and beautiful is she;
Unfairly locked by fear and duty.
But before that fate she'll meet,
under the bridge there she'll be.

蛇
TRAITS

SNAKE
sophisticated,
eloquent,
expressive

suspicious,
stingy, lazy

Legend says that the Snake conserved its energy in the
race by coiling around the Horse’s leg as the river's
currents was too strong for the Snake.
Once on the shore, the Snake quickly came out and made a
dash towards the finishing line, coming in at 6th place.

飞

福禄玉蛇，金蛇 舞
(fú lù yù shé, jīn shé fēi wǔ )
Wishing you to be as fortunate and prosperous as the Jade Snake,
and may the golden Snake dance to your favour.

up ne

xt
Stead horns to defend;
Come right below where
the trail began

羊
TRAITS

goat
hardworking,
persistent,
thrifty

indecisive,
timid, vain

The river proved to be a challenge for most animals trying
to reach the finishing line. However, the Goat, Monkey and
Rooster built a raﬅ to cross the river safely, and they each
had a role to play - The goat cleared the wood of leaves
and weeds. Once on the other side, the three animals
made a dash towards the finishing line, and the Goat came
in 8th place.

阳开

三羊( ) 泰、未来美好
(sān yang (yáng) kāi tài, wèi lái měi hǎo)
Wishing you a surge of good luck at the turn of the year and a
bright future ahead.

Hurray! You’ve found all
the zodiac animals!
Fortunately, it’s not the end of what the park
has to offer! Scan the QR code for more

@hawparvilla.sg
https://www.hawparvilla.sg

